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Geographical Books of Xiao Fang Hu Zhai is the largest geography books by
Wang Xiqi in Late Qing Dynasty.It includes overseas travels, notes, diaries, essays,
etc,written by envoys, students studying abroad, freelancer,Catholics,etc.Its corpus
contains a lot of Chinese loanwords in Late Qing Dynasty,which has a great linguistic
value.But regarding Geographical Books of Xiao Fang Hu Zhai , there is only data
carding and background information found science,literature,geography,etc.ever since
it was published, but no concern and study in Chinese academe.
Firstly,I determine the concept,scope and the screening criteria of Chinese
loanwords in this study,establish a Chinese loanwords corpus from Geographical
Books of Xiao Fang Hu Zhai’s overseas travels in Late Qing Dynasty.On this basis, I
describe the characteristics of language source,borrowing pattern,syllable form,
semantic category,word structure,written form of Chinese loanwords from
Geographical Books of Xiao Fang Hu Zhai systematically ,conduct a series of
statistics and analysis;Then I explore the persistence and disappearance of Chinese
loanwords from Geographical Books of Xiao Fang Hu Zhai,and the adaptation of
phonetics,written form,word meaning and grammar to Mordern Chinese.I list some
Chinese loanwords that has the typical representative in Chinese,western
language,Japanese vocabulary communication,describe the etymology,evolution and
research results etc.Finally I discuss research significance on social culture,modern
Chinese,dictionary compilation about Chinese loanwords from Geographical Books of
Xiao Fang Hu Zhai.
This paper attempts to stand in the Chinese development point of view, descript
and explain characteristics, evolution, existed reason and research significance about
Geographical Books of Xiao Fang Hu Zhai’s overseas travels in Late Qing Dynasty
from the diachronic and synchronic levels,reveal corpus value both about vocabulary
history and the social culture history behind.This paper aims to contribute to Chinese
loanwords books research,Chinese loanwords dynastic history research, the
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为清末王锡祺辑录之大型地理丛书。《初编》成书于光绪 17 年，即 1891 年，《补
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